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Purpose of your paper: “Big data” is a rather nebulous and ill-defined concept; the paper isolates a 

number of ideas that go under that name and uses the resulting framework to analyse the 

challenges to the general insurance industry and the actuarial profession.  

 
Synopsis: We argue that, at least in insurance, there are three main aspects to "big data". One is 

significant gains in operational efficiencies that can be had by v iewing the organisation as 

fundamentally software centric, with sharp focus on programmatic "interfaces" for all major serv ices 

and universal data v isibility (expense ratios on the order of 5% are not unimaginable). Beyond cost 

sav ings, such a configuration can enable a new level of innovation in product design and 

distribution, at present to a large degree held up by challenges in implementation.  

 

Another side, and to some degree building on the operational capacity, is "analytics" – at the 

operational level it is the ability to effectively and objectively evaluate whether pricing and product 

structures or competing approaches to customer experience.  Active experimentation, particularly in 

the personal lines space, is a key tool to obtaining truly reliable insight into these questions, which has 

long been the golden standard in the social sciences (some striking counterexamples not 

withstanding). 

   

Finally, the ability to leverage additional data sources (web, telco, GPS, bank transactions etc.), not 

directly available to traditional carriers, is quite likely to become essential. Census type datasets that 

are frequently updated and provide (probabilistic) matching on many dimensions in addition to the 
residential address are likely to become the norm. 

 

We challenge the incumbents’ ability to quickly transform and adapt to the emerging environment 

while keeping to their acceptable risk envelope. 

 

 


